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ABSTRACT
An algorithm for constructing fractal trees is presented. Fractal trees are represented by means of the notation called the unique tree descriptor [E. Bribiesca, A method for representing 3D tree objects using chain coding, J. Vis. Commun. Image R. 19 (2008) 184-198]. In this manner, we only have a one-dimensional representation by each fractal tree via a chain of base-five digit strings suitably combined by means of parentheses. The unique tree-descriptor notation is invariant under rotation and translation. Furthermore, using this descriptor it is possible to obtain the mirror image of any fractal tree with ease. In this paper, we focus on fractal plane-filling trees and space-filling trees.
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RESUMEN

1. Introduction

Fractal trees are often used in different fields. Fractal trees were primarily studied by Mandelbrot [2]. Mandelbrot and Frame [3] analyzed plane-filling trees. Gonzalez [4] presented a tutorial and recipe for moving fractal trees. Frongillo et al. [5] gave an interesting method for constructing fractal trees in 3D (three dimensions). This paper deals with plane- and space-filling trees by means of tree descriptors. Thus, a fractal tree is represented by means of a chain of base-five digit strings suitably combined by means of parentheses. In order to describe fractal trees, we use the tree descriptor which was presented in [1]. Tree structures cover a wide variety of applications [6].

In graph theory there is no unique way of drawing a graph; the relative positions of points representing vertices and lines representing edges have no significance [6]. However, in the proposed method for representing fractal trees via tree descriptors, the topology and geometry of 3D tree structures should be preserved. The tree-descriptor notation is invariant under rotation and translation. Furthermore, using this notation, it is possible to obtain the mirror image of any fractal tree with ease. The tree-descriptor notation preserves the shape of fractal trees and allows us to know their topological and geometrical properties. The proposed method for representing the topology and geometry of fractal trees using tree descriptors preserves information and allows a considerable data reduction, which is an important advantage in computer vision, image representation, and pattern recognition.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a set of concepts and definitions, which are important for introducing the proposed method of
fractal trees. Section 3 gives the method for fractal-tree representation by means of chain coding. Section 4 gives some examples of plane- and space-filling trees. Finally, in Section 5, we present some conclusions.

2. Concepts and definitions

In order to introduce our proposed algorithm for constructing fractal trees, a number of concepts and definitions are presented below:

• *Shape* is referred to as shape of object, and an object is considered to be a geometric entity.

• The term *sphere* means the enclosing surface together with its interior.

• *Branches* of trees are represented as *pipelines*; this improves the understanding of fractal trees.

• The tree *descriptor* of a fractal tree is defined by the computation of the chain elements of all its branches using the parenthesis notation.

2.1 The tree descriptor

In order to have a self-contained paper, we summarize the main concepts of the tree descriptor which was presented in [1]. The tree descriptor is a useful tool to represent plane- and space-filling trees. A *graph* is composed of a set of points called *vertices* \( v \), joined by *edges* (branches) \( e \). A graph is *connected* if there is a path between any two vertices of the graph. A tree is a connected graph which contains no cycles [6]. In a tree, any two vertices are connected by a unique path and the number of edges is equal to the number of vertices minus one, i.e.

\[
e = v - 1.
\]

The *degree* of a vertex in a tree is the number of edges incident to it. The tree descriptor describes trees of maximum degree six in three dimensions. This is due to the fact that only orthogonal straight-line segments are used.

**Definition 1.** A *chain* \( a \) is an ordered sequence of \( m \) elements and is represented by

\[
a = a_1a_2...a_m = \{a_i : 1 \leq i \leq m\}. \quad (2)
\]

**Definition 2.** Branches of trees are composed of constant straight-line segments (length \( l \) of each straight-line segment is considered equal to one). Two contiguous straight-line segments of a branch define a direction change and two direction changes define a chain element.

**Definition 3.** An element \( a_i \) of the set \( \{0,1,2,3,4\} \) of a chain indicates the orthogonal direction changes of the contiguous straight-line segments of the 3D branch in that element position.

Each element of the chain labels a vertex of the branch and indicates the orthogonal direction changes of the polygonal path in such a vertex. Figures 1(a)-(e) illustrate the only five possible chain elements [7, 8]. In order to improve the understanding of the chain elements, we have colored the straight-line segments which are defined by their corresponding chain elements. Thus, the straight-line segment defined by the chain element "0" in green, "1" in cyan, "2" in yellow, "3" in magenta, and "4" in red, respectively.

Formally an element \( a_i \) of a chain, taken from the set \( \{0,1,2,3,4\} \), labels a vertex of the branch and indicates the orthogonal direction change of the polygonal path in such a vertex. Figures 1(a)-(e) summarize the rules for labelling the vertices: to a straight-angle vertex, a "0" is attached; to a right-angle vertex, one of the other labels corresponds, depending on the position of such an angle with respect to the preceding right angle in the path. If the consecutive sides of the reference angle have respective directions \( b \) and \( c \) (see Figure 1(a)), and the side from the vertex to be labelled has direction \( d \) (from here on, by direction, we understand a vector of length 1), then the chain element \( ch \) or label is given by the following function, where \( \times \) denotes the vector product in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

\[
ch(b,c,d) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } d = c, \text{ in green;} \\
1, & \text{if } d = b \times c, \text{ in cyan;} \\
2, & \text{if } d = b, \text{ in yellow;} \\
3, & \text{if } d = -(b \times c), \text{ in magenta;} \\
4, & \text{if } d = -b, \text{ in red;} 
\end{cases} \quad (3)
\]
Thus, the procedure to find the tree descriptor is as follows:

(i) **Select** an arbitrary end vertex of the tree as the origin. Figure 1(f) illustrates the selected origin which is represented by a sphere.

(ii) **Compute** the chain elements of the tree. Figure 1(f) shows the first element of the chain which corresponds to chain element “3”. Note that the first direction change (which is composed of two contiguous straight-line segments in white) is used only for reference. The second element corresponds to chain element “3” too, this is shown in Figure 1(f). The third element corresponds to chain element “3” again. The fourth element corresponds to chain element “0”. The fifth element corresponds to chain element “0”. The sixth element corresponds to chain element “0”, too. Thus, in this stage, our chain is as follows: 333000.

(iii) The simplest output of a tree is the well-known parenthesis notation [9]. Using this notation, there is a correspondence between trees and nested parentheses. In order to define the next chain element of Figure 1(f), we have touched a vertex which is a junction. In what direction to go? Generally speaking, there are only five possible ways represented by the previous defined chain elements. In the case of the tree shown in Figure 1(f), there are only three possible ways represented by chain elements “1”, “2”, and “3”. Note that when we are travelling around a branch, in order to obtain its chain elements and find zero elements, we need to know what nonzero element was the last one in order to define the next element. In this manner, orientation is not lost. We always select the directions in **numerical order**. Thus, first we select the direction represented by chain element “1” and we obtain 333000(12). The nested parenthesis describe the branch whose chain is (12). Then, we come back for the junction node and compute the chain of the next branch, which is (220), in this stage the tree descriptor is equal to 333000(12)(220). Finally, we come back for the junction node and compute the chain of the last branch, which is (311). So, the tree descriptor of the tree shown in Figure 1(f) is as follows:

$$333000(12)(220)(311)$$

A complete review of the tree-descriptor notation can be found in [1]

---

Figure 1. An example of a tree on five vertices: (a) chain element “0” in green; (b) chain element “1” in cyan; (c) chain element “2” in yellow; (d) chain element “3” in magenta; (e) chain element “4” in red; (f) chain elements of an example of a tree and its tree descriptor.
3. Fractal-tree representation by means of chain coding

Fractal trees are represented by means of tree descriptors. The tree-descriptor notation is described by chains of base-five digit strings suitably combined by means of parentheses. The tree descriptor of a fractal tree is defined by the computation of the chain elements of all its branches using the parenthesis notation. In this section, we describe plane- and space-filling trees.

3.1 Plane-filling trees

A plane-filling tree is a fractal tree that tends to occupy a defined plane as the number of iterations increases. In order to generate the chain, we propose the next recursive algorithm: first, an initial chain \((2(2)(4))(4(2)(4))\) was defined. Then, we replace \((2)(4)\) by \((2(2)(4))(4(2)(4))\). This replacement may be repeated \(n\) times, where \(n\) is the number of iterations. As \(n\) tends to infinity, the tree will fill the plane. This algorithm may be represented by

```c
/* s0 is the initial string                              */
s0="(2(2)(4))(4(2)(4))";
for i=1 to n do
    Search every substring "(2)(4)" in s0 and replace by "(2(2)(4))(4(2)(4))"
end
```

The initial four iterations are as follows:

- \(n=1\), \((2(2)(4))(4(2)(4))\)
- \(n=2\), \((2(2)(4))(4(2)(4)))(4(2)(4))(4(2)(4))\)

3.2 Space-filling trees

A space-filling tree is a fractal tree that fills a defined space in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). The algorithm for constructing space-filling trees is exactly the same as the first one used to generate plane-filling trees. To obtain the space-filling tree, string \((1)(3)\) must be replaced by \((1(1)(3))(3(1)(3))\). The initial chain must be \((1)(3))(3(1)(3))\). The replacement can be done \(n\) times, where \(n\) is the number of iterations. As \(n\) tends to infinity, the tree will fill the space. This algorithm may be represented by

```c
/* s0 is the initial string                              */
s0="(1(1)(3))(3(1)(3))";
for i=1 to n do
    Search every substring "(1)(3)" in s0 and replace by "(1(1)(3))(3(1)(3))"
end
```

The initial four iterations are shown below:

- \(n=1\), \((1(1)(3))(3(1)(3))\)
- \(n=2\), \((1(1)(3))(3(1)(3)))(3(1)(3))(3(1)(3))\)
- \(n=3\), \((1(1)(3))(3(1)(3)))(3(1)(3))(3(1)(3))\)
- \(n=4\), \((1(1)(3))(3(1)(3)))(3(1)(3))(3(1)(3))\)

3.3 The tree construction algorithm

This algorithm consists in the following steps:

1. Define two auxiliary variables: \(level\) and \(scale\). The first one should be an integer and the second one, a double or float.

2. Initialize the variables. Variable level should be always equal to zero and \(scale\) should be within the interval \((0,1]\).

3. Get an input string \(Str\) which contains the Chain Code.
4. For \( i = 1 \) to length of the string do:
   • If \( \text{Str}[i] \) is equal to "(" then level++.
   • Get the substrings and make the cases 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 to obtain the segments or the Chain Code Directions.
   • Else if \( \text{Str}[i] \) is equal to ")" then level--.

5. Scale the segments in \( \text{scale}^{\text{level}} \).

This is represented by the shown algorithm.

3.4 The scale factor for plane-filling trees

If the scale factor is equal to \( 1/\sqrt{2} \), then the tree will fill the plane. According to [4], there is a straightforward way to demonstrate this:
Let be \( K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n, \ldots \) scale factors for every segment length; where \( K_1 \) corresponds to the first segment, \( K_2 \) to the second ones, and so forth. Product \( K_1 K_2 \) should be equal to \( 1/2 \) to make the Hausdorff Besikovitch dimension equal to 2 and the tree will fill the plane. To get this \( K_1=r, K_2=r, \ldots K_n=r, \ldots \); where \( r \) is a fixed scale factor. Then \( r^2 = 1/2 \) and thus \( r=1/\sqrt{2} \).

Figure 2 illustrates the four initial stages of plane-filling trees from \( n = 1 \) to \( n = 4 \). In order to have a better representation of plane-filling trees, the two initial reference straight-line segments of the fourth stage of the fractal tree of Figure 2 were removed.

3.5 The scale factor for space-filling trees

In order to get a space-filling tree, the scale factor should be \( 1/3 \sqrt{2} \). Similar to the plane-filling tree, there is a straightforward demonstration as well.

According to [2], let \( K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n, \ldots \) be scale factors for every tree branch; where \( K_1 \) corresponds to the first branch, \( K_2 \) to the second ones, etc. To make the Hausdorff Besikovitch dimension equal to 3 and get a filled space, the following should be accomplished: \( K_1 K_2 K_3 = 1/2 \).
To perform this condition, The following is necessary: \( K_1=r, K_2=r, \ldots K_n=r, \ldots \); where \( r \) is a fixed scale factor. Then \( r^3 = 1/2 \) and thus \( r=1/3 \sqrt{2} \).

Figure 2. The four initial stages of plane-filling trees.
/* "file" contains the "Chain Code String" */
Input: file.txt
/* 0 < scale ≤ 1 */
Input: scale
level=0; Str=file.txt;
Lstr=Length of the Str;
for i=1 to Lstr do
  if Str[i]="(" then
    level++;
    Sstr=Substring of Str ;
    Lsstr=Length of the Sstr;
    for j=1 to Lsstr do
      switch Sstr[j] do
        case ..".0" end
        case ..".1" end
        case ..".4" end
      end
    end
  end
  Scale the Chain Code Directions in scalelevel
else
  level--;
end

Another way to demonstrate this value is in [5].

Figure 3 presents the four initial stages of space-filling trees from n = 1 to n = 4. In order to have a better representation of space-filling trees, the two initial reference straight-line segments of the fourth stage of the fractal tree of Figure 3 were removed.

3.6 Mirror images of space-filling trees

The mirror image of any space-filling tree is obtained with ease.

Definition 4. Let a be a tree descriptor of a space-filling tree, mirror a is the descriptor obtained by replacing in each occurrence of 1 by 3 and vice versa.

Theorem 5. Let a be a tree descriptor, then mirror (mirror a) = a.

Considering Definition 4 and Theorem 5 for tree descriptors: the descriptor of the mirror image of a space-filling tree is another descriptor (termed mirroring descriptor) whose elements “1” are replaced by elements “3” and vice versa, preserving its nested parentheses.

Figure 3. The four initial stages of space-filling trees.
Figure 4 shows the mirror images of the space-filling tree for \( n = 3 \) shown in Figure 3. In Figure 4(a) the mirroring plane is aligned with standard plane “XY”. In Figure 4(b) the mirroring plane is aligned with plane “XZ” and in (c) with plane “YZ”, respectively. Thus, the tree descriptor of the space-filling tree for \( n = 3 \) presented in Figure 3 is as follows:

\[
(1(1(1(1)(3))(3(1)(3))))(3(1(1)(3))(3(1)(3)))(3(1(1)(3))(3(1)(3))))
\]

And its mirroring descriptor is equal to

\[
(3(3(3(3)(1))(1(3)(1))))(1(3(3)(1))(1(3)(1)))(1(3(3)(1))(3(1)(3))))
\]

Notice that elements “1” and “3” of the mirroring descriptor were changed; thus, this change does not depend on the orthogonal mirroring plane used, it is valid for all orthogonal planes. In order to enhance the mirroring property of the descriptors of space-filling trees, we have not sorted the parentheses (in the mirroring descriptor) in numerical order as it was mentioned in Subsection 2.1.

4. Some examples of plane- and space-filling trees

In order to prove our method of construction of plane- and space-filling trees using chain coding, we present some examples of plane- and space-filling trees. Figure 5 shows the seventh stage of a plane-filling tree. Figure 6 illustrates the ninth stage of a plane-filling tree. Figure 7 presents the ninth stage of a space-filling tree. Finally, Figure 8 shows the eleventh stage of a space-filling tree.
Figure 5. The seventh stage of a plane-filling tree.

Figure 6. The ninth stage of a plane-filling tree.
5. Conclusions

We have described an algorithm for constructing plane- and space-filling trees by means of the tree-descriptor notation which is represented by chains of base-five digit strings suitably combined by means of parentheses. The tree-descriptor notation preserves the shape of plane- and space-filling trees and allows us to know their topological and geometrical properties. The tree-descriptor notation is invariant under rotation and translation. Furthermore, using this notation, it is possible to obtain the mirror image of any space-filling tree with ease.

Figure 7. The ninth stage of a space-filling tree.
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